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Tribute Bands
The Dave Matthews
Tribute Band

The only nationally touring
tributeto DMB, this tribute
has played over 500 shows
in 47+states in the last 3
years, drawing huge crowds
whilere–creating the
ambitious live performance
of the most successful
touring band in the last
decade.

Wrong Way – A Tribute
to Sublime

Oddly, Sublime’s popularity
has steadily increased since
the death of their lead singer
in 1996. Subsequent tributes
have proven wildly popular
with young and middle–aged
crowds. Wrong Way’s high–
energy live show always
keeps the crowd on their
feet and singing along.

Behind the Sun – A Tribute
to the Red Hot Chili Peppers
BTS was formed in 2007 and
quickly gelled for their first
gig at the 10 High Club in
Atlanta. The successful outing
would signal the introduction
of one of Atlanta's premiere
tribute bands. In a short
amount of time, this Red Hot
Chili Peppers tribute has
accumulated a healthy fan
base in the South and beyond!
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Frontiers – A Tribute to
Journey

Frontier’s vocal savant
Jeremey Hunsicker perfectly
re–creates. Steve Perry’s
vocals, leading to Jeremey’s
2007 selection as the new
lead singer of Journey. Plans
changed as Jeremey and his
wife welcomed a baby, and
now this band remains a
must–see in the tribute world,
recognized as the premier
Journey tribute.

Eclipse – A Tribute to
Pink Floyd

Eclipse is simply all about the
music. Each member sings.
Each member plays multiple
instruments. Each member
has chosen to work diligently
in order to be a part of
something great. Something
that delights music fans that
appreciate the timeless songs
and complex sounds that Pink
Floyd has given us.

November Rain – A Tribute
to Guns N’ Roses
November Rain meticulously
recreates every visual and
musical nuance of the Guns N'
Roses Experience. Each and
every November Rain show is
a sensory overload of the
music, power and energy of
Guns N' Roses. Come and
experience NOVEMBER RAIN
and see what all the hype is
about!!!
www.onthatnote.net

More Tributes

Tribute Bands
Once – A Tribute to
Pearl Jam
The band Once, from
Atlanta, GA, is comprised of
four members who all have
two things in common: a
shared love for the music of
Pearl Jam, and a commitment
to recreating and performing
that music in its purest form.
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